By JL Schna~el
eventy or so miles east of NYC, tucked
away in a magnificently renovated barn
originally bu ilt in the eighteenth century
and renovated in the 1950s by architect
Henry Hebblen for his own studio,
Pennsylvania artist Brad Kunkle creates his figuratively based works . Trees halo the barn, which
features a vaulted ceiling with exposed beams, a
lofted space that looks down into a large work
area, and perhaps the most special feature, a wall
of windows that peeks out into the dense green
wilderness that abounds outside. It is to here that
Kunkle· has retreated from city life in Brooklyn
barely half a year ago-to immerse himself in
the untamed landscapes that inspire his stunning
paintings.
Bom in the coal mining hills of Leighton, Pennsylvania In
1978, Kunkle developed his interest in art by watching his
older brother draw. This early Influence led him to attend
Kutztown University for painting, in the Amish country of
his home state, where he was taught under George Sorrels.
lihis professor's personal choice of occasionally painting
In grlsallle, or the use of a limited color palette that was
also used by Flemish masters Jan van Eyck and Robert
ABOV£: "Self Portrait "
OPPOSITE: " Thirty Thousand Feet "
FOLLOWING: " Islands"
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Carmpln, would leave an deep impression on Kunkle whose
own works utilize this technique in tandem with the use of
precious metal gilding.
Contrasting with his use of grisaille, tlrtis gliding technique, an amalgam of traditional application and the use
of etching tools to shape the leafing, creates a luminous,
reflective quality to the works. In th is way, the surfaces of
the paintings exist In two realms of viewing:
"I love the fact that the precious metals create a reflec·
t ive surface that actually brings. the environment of the
viewer into the pa inting. So you have a painted surface ...
the one that I have determined for the viewer, then you
have this reflective surface, that changes depending on
the viewer's movements. The paintings become interactive
and the viewer becomes part ot creating what they are
seeing. F'or me, It's like the world I've created and the wor ld
the viewer stands in, are having this dance, choreographed
by the viewer. "
This choreography also incll!Jdes the visl!Jal subject matter
of the works; strong yet feral females weave their way
Into the forest, fashioned In layers of leaves or feathered
headdresses, often appearing in a state of transformat ion
or comml!lnlon with their settings. The choice to presen
beautiful women in nature isn't a new one, and yet here i
fee l refreshingly different; even though the figures ofte
appear nude, their sexuality is understated to give wa y to
the expression of the 'femil'line energy.' Their forms and
presence suggest a personification ot the magical aspec
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ITve just always
had anatural
affinity towards
the wilderness. I
feel like I belong
to it. like I'm a
part of it."

ABOV£: "Bird of Paradise"
OPPOSITE: " Cocoon "
FOLLOWING:
"The Gilded Wilderness "
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of nature rather than simply an aesthetic
choice:
"I feel that women are mysterious, pow~rful
creatures. There is a reason that they have
been demonized so many times throughout
history. Before the Abrahamic religions swept
the Western world, the highest deities were
female. We used to worship the power and
magic of the woman's ability to create life. I
believe that we've lost a balance in society by
being so male-dominated. I think men, instead
of accepting responsibility for their own inability to control their desires around women,
instead blamed women and blamed some sort
of supernatural force. This happens often in
Western religion in my opinion. Responsibility
for one's own actions is skirted by blaming
something or someone else. I want to help
bring back the old magic, and part of that
is connecting to the natural world and a big
part of the natural world is recognizing the
significance and beauty and power of women.
Perhaps that 'old magic' is simply a harmony
between all things."
This balance is illustrated in the suggestion
of our return to nature that's evident in his
recent works. Early this past spring at NYC's
Arcadia Gallery, with whom Kunkle has had
a successful partnership with since 2008,
saw the opening of Gilded Wilderness, a large
body of work highlighting Kunkle's convergence of the female form with the natural

world. Within this body of work the female
protagonist's are imbued with the "old magic"
of the natural world. They appear as seers,
bee healers, high priestesses and guardians
of this metallic wildness, often literally cocooned by it.
In "Islands" two two solemn figures face each
other against a muted landscape. One figure
is nearly entirely fashioned in small petal-like
leaves, which swirl through the air and coat
the opposite figure, only her shoulders and
face free from this new skin. This transformative narrative speaks directly to the thesis of
the show, a question that asks: What underlies the layers in which we choose to shroud
ourselves? For the figures in his works, what
lies beneath the gilding is a deep connection to the beauty and potency of nature.
For Kunkle, returning to the wilderness of his
youth has reconnected him with one of his
earliest inspirations:
"I grew up in the woods, hiking, counting
and identifying raptors at a local migration
point along the Appalachian Trail. Every
summer my family would go camping. I've
just always had a natural affinity towards the
wilderness. I feel like I belong to it. Like I'm a
part of it. When I spend time within the wilderness, even on a level of just living in the
countryside compared to the city, I feel that
I can "listen" to myself easier and "listen" to
where the universe is guiding me. It's easier

''Defore the Abrahamic religions swept the
western world, the highest deities were female."
for me to identify the doors that I
should be stepping through."
As a contrast, the city, filled with
the constant chaos and noise
of busy lives, is visually absent
from the works and is only subtly
hinted at by the use of the gold
and silver leafing. Aside from
adding an ever-changing surface
to the works depending on the
light that is hitting it, the leafing
serves as a metaphor for the
promises made to us in consumer
filled media, religion and politics.
What lies beneath these layers is
often more tricky to pinpoint:
"On a more metaphorical level
for this last show, I was using
the wilderness as this idea of a
wild untamed landscape that we
must navigate as consumers and
citizens. The concept of a gilded
wilderness was one of questioning
the surface value of products or
people or places that are presented to us. In this modern age, it's
more and more difficult to trust
what we are being sold. There's
always fine print to read and work
to be done on our own part to find
out what's beneath that layer of
gold. Is it just a super thin layer
of gilding, or does the gold go all
the way down to the core, as this
person wants me to believe?"
Navigating the world we live in,
whether we are seeped in the
isolation of the woods or constantly on the go in a busy city,
the process of seeking truth and
beauty seems to always be a constant. The idea of the 'quest' is a
thematic device used throughout literature and art, and here,
Kunkle represents this by having
his figures navigate the wilderness. In particular, his figures
must maneuver the golden, petal
like leaves that enshroud their
bodies or become an 'otherness',
a force to either plough through
or submit one's self to. In "The
Boundary," a quiet portrait of a
nude figure is seen cradled in a
sea of these petal leaves. The
bold choice of only showing part
of her back and hair adds to the
dramatic tension between human
and nature that is prevalent
LEFT: " The Red Crown"
OPPOSITE: "Fresh Air "

throughout all the works. The title
suggests the figure has reached
a threshold, and because we can
not see her face, it is uncertain if
she is sleeping peacefully within
the bed of the wilderness or if
she is dead, her body merging
and finally truly returning to the
natural world. In sharp contrast to
this submission, "Fresh Air" and
"The Search" feature two women
determined to make their through
these petal leaves, struggling
through them as they either crawl
upwards out of them or wade their
way through them in search of
higher ground.
These 'quests' feel akin to the
daily struggles we are presented
with and try to find a way out of. In
this way, the image of the forest,
though it's also the landscape for
which these quests take place
on, represents a visualization of
peace and harmony, whether that
peace is obtained by transformation, submission or determination
has been left up to the viewer.
In the title piece "The Gilded
Wilderness," the sea of leaf petals
is bordered by old mechanical machinery, large wheels that feel out
of place in the forest. Standing
near these industrial tools are
figures clothed in suits signing
papers, their red ties sharply contrasting with the muted colors
and the bright metallic shine of
the leafing. Below these strange
sentinels, figures, both men and
women, bathe on the forest floor,
seemingly unaware of the suited
figures looming above them. Off
to the right of the composition,
Kunkle appears, acutely aware of
his surroundings, his eyes pressed
up towards the suited men, a
flutter of leaf petals floating
around him. This awareness leads
to him to absence from both the
reverie of his companions, as well
as from the business-like narrative occuring above him.
It is here that we hope to continue
to find him, an observer between
worlds, reporting on the harmony
and connection he hopes we will
all one day achieve.+

